The way it works is by having
Jared log onto YouTube or your
school’s Facebook page and
stream IT live so your school can
watch and engage.
If you have any questions or
concerns with this, you can
discuss that directly with
Jared.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
EMAIL JARED AT
JARED@JAREDCAMPBELL.COM
Check out a review
below of this virtual
experience from a
mom!

Jared Campbell is rolling out an exciting
opportunity for your school district during
this time of online learning! He will be
presenting his school assembly virtually to
your students. It will all be done in a live
stream setting with your students, families
and staff having the ability to interact and
comment to Jared as well to each other.
He has already presented to students with
raving reviews! Take advantage of this
amazing opportunity to uplift and
encourage your community during these
difficult times.

My children and I had the opportunity to experience a live streamed concert by none other than Jared
Campbell! We were excited to be surprised with this wonderful gift of an online concert thanks to our
Superintendent! From singing about his love of pizza to encouraging us all to be superheroes and love like a
dog, Jared brightened our day! The online experience also helped to remind us that we are all still together as
part of our proud school community.
As "icing on the cake" viewers were able to comment, give praise, and even request songs, in real time
throughout the show. Some comments were even read aloud, and many shout-outs were given. I know this
made my children feel as though they were closer to their friends again....even if they weren't in an auditorium.
Jared's messages through song ring true and provide hope, now more than ever. The experience was uplifting
and a welcome change of pace to our current way of life.
Everyone needs a Jared Campbell concert in their lives!
Thank you Jared Campbell!

